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About the Risk Portal
PGI’s Risk Portal tool provides daily intelligence feeds, country threat assessments and analytical
insights, enabling clients to track, understand and navigate geopolitical threats.
Below you will find instructions on how to use and tailor a few of the Risk Portal premium features.
If you would prefer, we have also made a quick demo video.

Filter Menus
Users can customise the information mapped on the Portal by either adjusting the time scale or
identifying the specific threat categories of interest. This is achieved by using the filters menu on
the left side and selecting from the following four areas:

Threat Categories
Here users can filter across 11 different incident types, including security, business and maritime
threats, and show selected incidents based on a specified time-period. For example, all kidnap
incidents over the past 3 months.
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Perpetrators
Users can also filter incidents at a slightly more detailed level, identifying where relevant incidents
which have been attributed to a specific perpetrator (whether suspected, confirmed or both) and
multiple perpetrators can be selected from a list of over 140 different entities.

Targets
Users who want to focus on specific targets can also filter from target options, including focus
areas such as incidents concerning media and journalist or foreign companies, to map all incidents
by target. Multiple filters can be selected using this menu.

Incident types
PGI, where possible, add further context to incidents to allow users to filter by specific types such
as hi-jackings, assassinations or different types of natural disaster as a few examples.

Interactive Charts
Users can build interactive and informative graphs by selecting from a series of pre-defined charts
or by creating bespoke versions.
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Pre-defined charts
Choose between a pie chart, column or bar graph.

Once selected users can refine their charts using the time and filter menus (as described above).
Hover over any segment to see how many incidents it contains and click to display all of these.

Customised charts
Users can build charts customised to their own specification. Here choose from pie, line, bar and
area charts.
First choose a chart and select the data set which will determine the data pool. Next assign the
chosen variables to display using the X and Y Axis. Load the chart.
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On different charts users can compare like-for-like data between countries or regions. Click the
compare data button on the right-hand side and load the selection.
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Country Profile Generator
The country profile generator allows users to create high quality country reports quickly. To use the
generator just navigate to the relevant country profile, then click “Download PDF”.

Users can then customise the content to include in the PDF document. Do this by unselecting any
of the tick boxes that are not relevant, then click “Preview PDF” to see a preview of the document.
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Click “Back to Options” to amend or “Download PDF” to download the finished report.

Report Builder
The report builder is an easy-to-use, unique feature that enables users to quickly create a report. It
combines the information found on the Portal with users’ own content. This is done by utilising the
copy function as described below.
Copy to clipboard – As you navigate the risk portal you can use the copy to clipboard button to copy
images, graphs and profile overviews, to do this click the “copy to clipboard” button and it will give
you the ability to crop the image on the screen. Highlight over the area you want to use and click
“Crop image”, then click the x to close the newly created image. To copy text, highlight the content
you wish to copy and then click the “copy to clipboard” it will then confirm that the text has been
successfully copied. All coped images and text are storied within the report builder under
clipboard.
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Report Builder – Building your report
Once users are ready to create their report select the “Report Builder”. Users can select from prebuilt templates or a blank page to build the report.
Use the contents blocks on the left-hand side to design or refine the layout. Select either the image
box or text box and drag across to your report.
Next simply drag the copied images and text from the clipboard into the boxes on your report.
Users can edit the information or type their own text. Users can save the draft report and amend at
a later stage. The finished report can be saved as a PDF or sent as an email. Users with this feature
can also add their own company logo on to the Report Builder templates.

Customised Intelligence Alerts
Each day the Risk Portal platform sends all users a daily incident report of all incidents posted on
the site within a 24-hour period. This email briefing is customisable by country and by region.
Country preferences can be customised by each user or with the help of PGI through your account
settings.
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Analyst access
In addition to the online services from the Risk Portal, PGI also offer access to our analyst team,
which comprises of regional and industry specialists. Customers use this time-based access in a
retainer format for support such as:
•
•
•
•

Research support
Telephone briefings
Travel assessments
Subject-specific analysis on an ad hoc basis.

It allows customers the flexibility to have on-call support from subject matter experts. Analyst
access is built as a monthly package.
Please contact PGI for further information and pricing.

API Feed
For users who wish to incorporate PGI’s incident data within their own system, or alongside other
information feeds, PGI offer an annual subscription license to an incident feed containing both the
archive of incidents to date (70,000) plus live updates as they are posted.
The API is an RSS feed. It is coded in XML and is also geographically tagged which allows users to
integrate that feature as required. The API feed contains the following data points per incident
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Title
Link
Description
Location
Targets
Incident Type
Perpetrators Confirmed/Suspected
Incident Date
Threat Category
Other locations
Related Incidents
GeoRSS data

Please contact PGI for an annual subscription fee.
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